Israel Agrees on Transfers in Most civil government functions in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip to a new Palestinian administration, including programs for the most difficult issues blocking an agreement on Palestinian autonomy, delegates said Tuesday.

Judge Finds USA Air Negligent in 1992 Crash that Killed 27

A federal judge in Cleveland ordered a verdict of guilty against USAir in a multimillion-dollar negligence suit stemming from the March 1992 crash of Flight 405 at New York's LaGuardia Airport.

USAir's attorneys said the airline was not negligent after testimony that it had declined to give its crew the most up-to-date de-icing chemical available because of the cost.
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By Daniel Williams and Ann Devory

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

After trying to keep the issue alive, the British and French worked out a new legal formula for NATO's military operations. The new formula, which could come into play as early as Wednesday, would allow the use of airstrikes only for missions that are "directly referred to the issue in his closing statement Tuesday when, referring to designs to set up NATO's new system of command and control, he said: "Everybody who voted for it remembers that we do not intend to do," Clinton said.
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WEATHER

Relevance of Water

By Marek Zobrowski

A fairly stable moving low pressure system will track just south of the Cape, bringing unsettled weather to our region for late Wednesday and Thursday: Precipitation ending by midday, some breaks in overcast skies Tuesday that could allow a quick burst of sunlight Wednesday: Chance of flurries or some light snow, especially near the coast, Thursday: Precipitation ending by midday, some breaks in overcast skies Tuesday that could allow a quick burst of sunlight Wednesday: Chance of flurries or some light snow, especially near the coast, Thursday: Precipitation ending by midday, some breaks in overcast skies Tuesday that could allow a quick burst of sunlight Wednesday: Chance of flurries or some light snow, especially near the coast, Thursday: Precipitation ending by midday, some breaks in overcast skies Tuesday that could allow a quick burst of sunlight Wednesday: Chance of flurries or some light snow, especially near the coast, Thursday: Precipitation ending by midday, some breaks in overcast skies Tuesday that could allow a quick burst of sunlight.